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Overview           
 

The German “Paris Gun” or Paris-Geschütz was called by the 
military command “a gun unrivalled by any weapon of the Entente 
Powers of World War I”. The Paris Gun was a rail driven Siege Gun, 
with the capacity to shell a city (Paris in particular) from 80+ miles 
away with an explosive shell that weighed in excess of 234 pounds. 
Being able to shoot the shell in excess of twenty miles into the air, it 
was the only weapon (Until the V-2 Rocket) to reach the stratosphere. 
Although the weapon itself only saw less than a year of service and 
did not cause overly too much physical damage to the French city, 
the awe and fear wrought by this weapon served to shake the morale 
of the troops on the ground. 
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Set Contents           

 

The “Paris Gun” 

“Paris Gun” Rail Gun (x1) 3d Printed in Grey Plastic 
 Rule Set (x1) 

 

 
Optional Unit Rules 

Rail Tokens (x5) 
Train Marker (x1) 
German Infantry (x2) 
German Artillery (x2) 

 

 

1.0    Heavy Siege Gun        
 
1.1 Long Range Bombardment: The Paris Gun’s long range and 

firing arc allow this weapon to fire into the French Capitol of 
Paris from any territory adjacent to it. On a roll of four or less, 
roll 1D6 and the number rolled will be the amount of units 
destroyed by the bombardment. 
 

1.2 Strategic Bombardment: At the beginning of the Combat 
Maneuver Phase, the German player may announce that the 
Paris Gun will be conducting a strategic bombardment. This 
attack follows a similar premise to tactical bombardment with 
one difference; instead of subtracting unit casualties, this 
bombardment is aimed to attack the French infrastructure and 
will instead result in the rolled value loss of IPCs. Preforming 
this action follows the same rules as if rolling a normal 
bombardment.    
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2.0 The Siege Gun  
 
The “Paris Gun” long range siege gun is a rail based heavy artillery 
piece designed for easy maintenance, maneuvering and deployment. 
The gun was a multi-part design and assembly. The following table 
lists the unit’s statistics: 
 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Paris Gun    4    1    2*   10 

 
2.1    Unit Support: This segment is an alternative set of rules if the 
siege-gun is moved into a contested territory to support the infantry 
and other artillery or tank units.  In this position the siege gun 
functions much like any other artillery but being a larger piece and 
having a support group of artillery on its own; it may support infantry 
or tanks up to three units. 
 
2.2 Air Superiority Promotion: Much like normal artillery, if German 
forces have air superiority, than the attacking power of the Paris Gun 
becomes five or less.  
 
2.3 Susceptible to Bombing and Bombardment:   If the Paris Gun is 
located on a territory adjacent to a naval space than it is prone to 
destruction via a battleship bombardment.   Also, this unit may be 
destroyed by aerial bombing as well, though having early anti-aircraft 
guns available it will destroy the attacking craft on a roll of 1.
 

Appendix A: Optional Rules 

 
A.1 Railway Required: The Paris Gun is essentially in essence a 
railway gun and thus can be moved anywhere, as long as there are 
railroads that are undamaged that is can travel on. Rail segments 
Cost 5 IPC per territory segment and can take up to the same amount 
of IPC damage before being destroyed. Whilst on the railway it may 
move two spaces whilst in friendly territory and attached to a train; 
movement reduces by 1 in non-original territories or on damaged 
track. It cannot use rails in contested territories. 
 
More on Railway Rules can be found HERE 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/assets/images/HBG/HBGMarkers/00Marker%20Rules/Railways.pdf
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A.2 Diversionary Support Squad: Historically the Paris Gun had two 
artillery units and infantry guard assigned to go with the gun and act 
as its maintenance crew, firing crew and protectors if needed. The 
Artillery Squads were deployed to act as a cover and diversion squad 
to mislead English and French Spotter groups as to what was firing 
on them and where from.  
 If the two infantry and two artillery units remain on the board 
and paired with the Paris gun, their defenses gain +1 and, to destroy 
the Paris Gun, the Allied players must first make a detection roll of 2 
or less. 
  
 
 
Further information on the Paris Gun HERE 
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Additional like pieces in this set can be purchased at Historical Board 
Gaming. 
 
 
If you have and corrections to this document or ideas to make it a 
better set please email us at info@historicalboardgaming.com 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Check out our other 3d Printed Expansion Sets. 
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